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STAY IN SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS 
Application form

Please complete this form electronically and send it by email to the school perseverance 
program director of the Society of Saint-Vincent de Paul of Montreal: 

programme@ssvp-mtl.org

Student information
First Last :

Address:

City: Postal code :

Telephone:

Degre of education:

Family revenu: Number of children in the family :

Person responsable for the candidature

First: Last :

Fonction : 

Telephone :

Email :

Establishment :

School board :

In order to make the student participatory in this process, we encourage you to complete this 
request in collaboration with the student and his family. Be sure to explain to the student that 
being nomimated is a success in itself.

         I confirm that I am the person responsible for the students nomination.
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Please answer the questions by clearly demonstrating the student's motivation with specific 
examples highlighting their development.

Student portrait (social, family or academic situation) : 

What has the student undertaken in order to progress in their academic 
learning?
Ex. Demonstrates constant efforts, goes beyond teachers' expectations, uses the 
resources  at his disposal (psychoeducation and specialised services), participates 
in tutorials, etc. 

How does the student participate in a group setting?
Ex. Asks relevant questions, gets involved in group activities, helps classmates, takes 
initiatives, etc.
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How is the student involved in the school life?
Ex. Participate in school activities, get involved in extracurricular activities, collaborate 
with friends from other classes, host games at recess, etc.

How does the student demonstrate responsible, independant and collaborative 
behavior? Ex. Demonstrates a respectful attitude towards others, accepts the ideas of 
others, able to resolve conflicts, etc.

Student's comment : 
Explain in your own words why your teacher was right to nominate you as a 
candidate for the scholarship and how did you persevere in school? You can also 
attach a file to your email to answer this question.
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